
School Tours



The purpose of our courses is to create a communi-

cative competence, that enables the student to 

express themselves using the language correctly, 

consistently and effectively. The team of teachers 

under the supervision of the educational director, 

guides the student and uses the Italian language 

beyond the strict context of the school and ready to 

interact naturally in everyday situations.

From the first day of class, the student comes into 

contact with the Italian language and is encour-

aged to develop and use the language in numerous 

interactive activities proposed by the teachers. 

Through interaction within the class group, the 

students actively participate in the lessons becom-

ing the protagonists of their learning.

The school Our courses
Accademia Leonardo Salerno is a lively Italian 

cultural centre that welcomes hundreds of students 

of every nationality in a comfortable and familiar 

environment that is distinguished by courtesy, 

availability and professionalism. The school has 

large classrooms and is equipped with modern 

multimedia equipment, situated in a historic noble 

building in the centre of the city. 

The primary purpose of the school is to enhance, 

promote and disseminate the Italian language and 

culture using the commitment of teachers carefully 

selected based on their educational, professional 

and communicative potential.

The school is a partner of the Università per 

stranieri in Siena and Perugia.



plus

Included for the group companions
Accommodation in a single room at a B&B 

Activities according to the programme

Maximum number of companions per group: 2

Offers

For the teachers who book a study holiday for their 

students, Accademia Leonardo offers accommodation 

(valid throughout the year) for 3 days and 2 nights in a 

double room in a B&B.

Days of course

Timetable of course

Stay

Course enrolment

Course material

Welcome package (bag & arrival information)

Half board accommodation with host family

Accommodation in a double room from Sunday to Saturday

Transfer from the station to accommodation

Salerno and the historic centre

Council building

Minerva gardens

Historical archives

Provincial art gallery

Wine degustation and local produce tasting

Farmhouse with degustation of Bufala mozzarella

Amalfi and Ravello with entry into Villa Cimbrone

Paestum temples and archaeological museum

Vietri sul Mare and the 'Solimene' ceramics laboratory

Naples and the historic centre

The crater of Vesuvius

The ruins o Pompeii

The city of Cava dè Tirreni

The city of Positano 

The city of Sorrento

Price per person

4 days

09:00 - 13:00

4 nights

€ 400,00

5 days

09:00 - 13:00

6 nights

€ 550,00

10 days 

09:00 - 13:00

13 nights

€ 1100,00
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Some examples of offers for groups of a minimum of 15 people. It is possible to create stays according to your requirements.

plusbase full



Our activities Services offered
Accademia Leonardo organises in the course of a 

week or at the weekend, numerous activities to 

involve the student in daily Salerno life.

The activities run under the supervision of a tutor 

and private transport is available upon request.

Students benefit from the following services:

 WIFI

 SKY TV 

 Newspapers and magazines

 Tutor during all excursions for junior and/or senior students

Above: Students from BHAK/HAS high school in Hallein (Austria) on a visit of Salerno



Salerno
Is the ideal destination for those who wish to live an 

interesting authentic Italian experience, without 

relinquishing the multiple occasions for leisure and 

fun. The city has a mild climate that is richly filled 

with beautiful beaches, landscape and artistic 

treasures. While far away from mass tourism it 

presents a hospitable community, like an ideal 

destination for those who want to combine studying 

with a pleasant holiday.

The bars, the restaurants and the nightclubs 

represent the meeting of the hundreds of young 

people that crowd in the centre until late in the 

evening. The city also has a rich cultural programme, 

above all in the summer period with open air con-

certs, theatre shows, museums and cultural events. 

The kindness and the availability of the people 

makes it even more pleasing stay, leaving the 

tourist with unforgettable memories.

Salerno is a well equipped yet small city with many 

places for leisure and social meetings.

The principle cultural and touristic attractions 

are easily reached by a pleasant walk as they are 

located in the small yet lively historic centre 

which makes it the perfect location for groups and 

school trips.

Salerno is also well situated to reach other important 

tourist destinations. It is just 15 minutes from the 

striking ruins of the ancient Roman city of Pompeii, 

around 50 minutes from Naples and the island of 

Capri. The city is well connected to the amazing 

Amalfi Coast, the enchanting Cilento Coast and the 

important archaeological site of Paestum.



Piazza Umberto I, n°1- Salerno, Italy

tel. +39 (0) 89 25 82 544

fax +39 (0) 89 25 59 90

www.accademialeonardo.it

info accademialeonardo.it@

La cultura supera i confini
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